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1. INTRODUCTION
 .  .Broline has proved that if x g Irr G , K s Ker x , FrK s F GrK ,C
 .and F is not nilpotent then there exists a c g Irr G such that Ker c - K.C
 .Here F G stands for the Fitting subgroup of the finite group G. From his
w x  .  .proof 2, p. 211 it follows that c can be chosen so that c 1 G x 1 holds
as well, and the theorem with the above extension remains valid if F is an
arbitrary, nonnilpotent normal subgroup of G for which FrK is nilpotent.
In the present paper we shall show that a somewhat sharpened result
 < <  ..can be proved if, in addition, we suppose that F: K , x 1 s 1, namely
 .  .the above c can be chosen so that c 1 ) x 1 . So the main result of the
paper may be stated as our
 .THEOREM. Let G be a finite group, x g Irr G , K s Ker x , K F F eGC
 < <  ..such that FrK is nilpotent. If F : K , x 1 s 1 and F is nonnilpotent, then
 .  .  .there exists ac g Irr G such that c 1 ) x 1 and Ker c - K.C
We mention that the case K s F of the theorem gives the well-known
 w x.result of Brolin and Garrison see Theorem 12.19 in 2 whose assertion
will be used in our proof. Before concluding this section we emphasize that
all groups considered in the paper are finite.
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
 .The proof is by contradiction. Let the quadruple G, x , K, F be a
< < < <counterexample for which G q F is minimal. By our choice there exists
 .  . ra q g p F and a Q g Syl F such that Qe F, F s KQ, and Q Fr K.q
w xUse Theorem 12.19 in 2 which asserts that K is nilpotent. Besides
 .according to our hypothesis q ¦ x 1 holds. Since Qer G there exists a
 .maximal subgroup H in G with N Q F H. By the Frattini argumentG
 .  .G s FN Q s KN Q . Hence G s HK. Set D s H l K. We deduce aG G
contradiction in three steps.
Step 1: D / 1. Suppose that D s 1. Since H is a maximal subgroup of
G, K is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime. By the proof of
w x  .  G.Theorem 12.24 in 2 one can choose an h g Irr G such that h, q /C G
0, where q s x ° H and K Fr Ker h. It is immediately seen that q g
 .Irr H and that Ker h s 1. For such an h by Clifford's theoremC
h ¯ F s e t , j
1FjFt
 .  .  .where t g Irr F , 1 F j F t, and t 1 s t 1 , 1 F j F t. As Ker h s 1j C j 1
 .  .and F9 / 1, t 1 / 1. On the other hand, as F s K F l H and K 9 s 1,1
 . < < <  . < < <so by Ito's theorem we have k 1 F l H and consequently k 1 Q
 . <  . <  .for any k g Irr F . Especially q t 1 , 1 F j F t, and so q h 1 . SinceC j
 .  .h 1 s q 1 we obtain a contradiction.
Step 2: F l H is nilpotent. Suppose the contrary. Observe that x °
 .  .H s q g Irr H . The quadruple H, q , D, F l H satisfies the condi-C
 .tions of our theorem. Since F s F l H K and since De H,
F l H rD s F l H r K l H , K F l H rK , FrK .  .  .  .
 .is a consequence. So we have that there exists a l g Irr H such thatC
 .  .l 1 ) x 1 and Ker l - Ker q s D. Use the choice of our quadruple
 .  .  .  .G, x , K, F . Let now h g Irr G such that h ° H, l / 0. Then h 1 GC H
 .  .l 1 ) x 1 and H l Ker h - D. If Ker h F H holds then h satisfies the
conclusions of the theorem. Since this is not the case, we may suppose that
T s Ker h Fr H. Hence G s HT. Set U s TD. Then U eG, and U l H s
 .TD l H s T l H D s D. Since T l H - D we have T - U. Thus
GrU s HUrU , HrU l H s HrD , GrK . ) .
 .  .Let z g Irr G such that Ker z s U and z ° H s q . By ) z exists. ThenC
 G .  . Gq , z s q , q s 1. So z is a constituent of q . If U / K then byG H
w x  .the proof of Theorem 12.24 in 2 Ker z - K, which contradicts ) .
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 .So U s K and z s x satisfies the above conditions thus T - K, which
shows that h satisfies the conditions of the theorem. This contradicts the
 .choice of the quadruple G, x , K, F . This forces that F l H is nilpotent.
Step 3. We show that the nilpotency of F l H leads to a contradiction.
Since G s HK and since K is nilpotent, D s H l K eG. Hence D l
 .  .Z K / 1. Set A s D l Z K . As AeG and as A F F l H, the nilpo-
 .  .tency of F l H gives that A l Z F l H s L / 1. By F s F l H K
 .  .  .we deduce that L F Z F . So Z F / 1, and D l Z F / 1. Set B s
 .D l Z F , then 1 / BeG. Define G by G s GrB and let K, F, and Q
 .be the images of K, F, and Q in G, respectively. The Q g Syl F and asq
 .Qer F the quadruple G, x , K, F satisfies the conditions of the theorem.
 .  .So by the choice of the quadruple G, x , K, F we have a c g Irr GC
 .  .  .such that c 1 ) x 1 and Ker c - K. So the c g Irr G which is associ-C
ated to c in the natural way satisfies the conclusions of the Theorem. This
 .contradicts the existence of the quadruple G, x , K, F .
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